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Join the millions learning to code with Codecademy for free
Email
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Make sure your password is at least 8 characters and contains:

	At least 1 uppercase letter and 1 lowercase letter
	At least 1 number
	At least 1 special character (like @#%^)


Avoid common passwords or strings like “password”, “qwerty”, or “12345”.









If you are a human, do not fill in this field.

Sign up


By signing up for Codecademy, you agree to Codecademy's Terms of Service & Privacy Policy.
Or sign up using:
	



	


	


	


	




Find what's right for you
Answer 3 quick questions to get recommendations that match your interests.

	1

	2

	3



What do you want to learn about?

	Web Development
	Data Science
	Computer Science
	Web Design
	Artificial Intelligence
	Machine Learning
	Game Development
	Mobile Development
	Data Visualization
	Not sure yet
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We have hundreds of courses that cover just about everything.
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The platform
Hands-on learning
AI-Assisted LearningGet coding help quickly and when you need it to speed up your learning journey. Our AI features help you understand errors and solution code faster and get personalized feedback.
Mobile IDEContinue your coursework when and where you work best. With our mobile-friendly IDE, you can code right in your browser from any device.
Portfolio Project AssistanceGet unstuck while building projects with AI-generated hints and quick access to our community resources.
Integrated Reference DocsWith integrated Docs, you can get an explanation of a particular term or concept without having to leave the learning environment.
Jupyter NotebookWork with tools professional Data Scientists use daily now that Jupyter Notebook is built right into select data science courses.


[image: Animated GIF of an AI provided error explanation within Codecademy's learning environment]

[image: Mobile-friendly version of a lesson and code editor for the course 'Introduction to HTML' running in Codecademy's learning environment]

[image: An AI-generated hint within the instructions of a Codecademy project]

[image: Animated GIF of a mouse cursor hovering over the Python term "comment" displaying a Docs tooltip within a Codecademy lesson]

[image: Animated GIF of Jupyter notebook integrated within a course titled 'Merging Datasets' running in Codecademy's learning environment]




Get startedExplore features


Stories from real people
Read inspiring stories from the Codecademy community.Explore more stories →



[image: learner portrait]Freelancer to Developing Apps for NASADe'Shaun B., Associate Software Engineer, Winter Park

[image: learner portrait]Lessons from a Product Owner turned EngineerSerena I., Software Developer @ Adidas, South Holland

[image: learner portrait]From Film to Full-Stack Engineer in 11 MonthsJulia J., Ruby on Rails Developer, São Paulo

[image: learner portrait]Technical Analyst to Front-End Engineer in 6 MonthsCristian T., Front-End Engineer @ Grid Dynamics, Guadalajara





Explore more stories →Join in on
something big

50M
Learners
190+
Countries
3.7B
Code submits










Level up your team's skills
Give your team the knowledge, experience, and confidence they need to tackle any problem.
Explore business plans[image: ]
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Start for free
If you’ve made it this far, you must be at least a little curious. Sign up and take the first step toward your goals.Sign up
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Plans
	For individuals
	For students
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Community
	Chapters
	Code Crew
	Discord
	Events
	Forums
	Learner Stories
	Refer a friend
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Subjects
	AI
	Cloud Computing
	Code Foundations
	Computer Science
	Cybersecurity
	Data Analytics
	Data Science
	Data Visualization
	Developer Tools
	DevOps
	Game Development
	IT
	Machine Learning
	Math
	Mobile Development
	Web Design
	Web Development



Languages
	Bash
	C
	C++
	C#
	Go
	HTML & CSS
	Java
	JavaScript
	Kotlin
	PHP
	Python
	R
	Ruby
	SQL
	Swift



Career building
	Career paths
	Career center
	Interview prep
	Professional certification
	Compare to bootcamps
	—
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	Beta Content
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Mobile
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